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4.3
Analysis of the number-endings The Square Root Spiral ( or "Spiral of Theodorus" or "Einstein Spiral" ) is a very interesting geometrical structure in which the square roots of all natural numbers have a clear defined orientation to each other. This enables the attentive viewer to find many spatial interdependencies between natural numbers, by applying simple graphical analysis techniques. Therefore the Square Root Spiral should be an important research object for professionals, who work in the field of number theory ! The most amazing property of the square root spiral is surely the fact, that the distance between two successive winds of the Square Root Spiral quickly strives for the well known geometrical constant π !! Mathematical proof that this statement is correct is shown in Chapter 1 " The correlation to π " in the mathematical section of my detailed introduction to the Square Root Spiral ( previous study ! ) :
Title : " The ordered distribution of the natural numbers on the Square Root Spiral " see ArXiv-achive
Another striking property of the Square Root Spiral is the fact, that the square roots of all square numbers ( 4, 9, 16, 25, 36… ) lie on three highly symmetrical spiral graphs which divide the square root spiral into three equal areas. ( see FIG.1 : graphs Q1, Q2 and Q3 drawn in green ). For these three graphs the following rules apply :
The angle between successive Square Numbers ( on the "Einstein-Spiral" ) is striving for 360 °/π for sqrt( X ) ∞
2.)
The angle between the Square Numbers on two successive winds of the "Einstein-Spiral" is striving for 360 ° -3x(360°/π) for sqrt( X ) ∞
The Square Root Spiral develops from a right angled base triangle ( P1 ) with the two legs ( cathets )
having the length 1, and with the long side ( hypotenuse ) having a length which is equal to the square root of 2.
see FIG. 2 and 3
The square root spiral is formed by further adding right angled triangles to the base triangle P1 ( see FIG 3) In this process the longer legs of the next triangles always attach to the hypotenuses of the previous triangles. And the longer leg of the next triangle always has the same length as the hypotenuse of the previous triangle, and the shorter leg always has the length 1. In this way a spiral structure is developing in which the spiral is created by the shorter legs of the triangles which have the constant length of 1 and where the lengths of the radial rays ( or spokes ) coming from the centre of this spiral are the square roots of the natural numbers ( sqrt 2 , sqrt 3, sqrt 4, sqrt 5 …. ).
see FIG. 3
The special property of this infinite chain of triangles is the fact that all triangles are also linked through the Pythagorean Theorem of the right angled triangle. This means that there is also a logical relationship between the imaginary square areas which can be linked up with the cathets and hypotenuses of this infinite chain of triangles ( all square areas are multiples of the base area 1 , and these square areas represent the natural numbers N = 1, 2, 3, 4,…..) see FIG. 2 and 3. This is an important property of the Square Root Spiral, which might turn out one day to be a "golden key" to number theory ! By the way, the first two triangles P1 and P2 , which essentially define the structure of the complete Square Root Spiral ad infinitum, are also responsible for the definition of the cube structure.
see FIG. 4
Here the triangle P1 defines the geometry of the area diagonal of the cube, whereas triangle P2 defines the geometry of the space diagonal of the cube.
A cube with the edge length of 1 can be considered as base unit of space itself. For my further analysis I have created a square root spiral consisting of nearly 300 precise constructed triangles. For this I used the CAD Software SolidWorks. The length of the hypotenuses of these triangles which represent the square roots from the natural numbers 1 to nearly 300, has an accuracy of 8 places after the decimal point. Therefore, the precision of the square root spiral used for the further analysis can be considered to be very high.
The lengths of the radial rays ( or spokes ) coming from the centre of the square root spiral represent the square roots of the natural numbers ( n = { 1, 2, 3, 4,...} ) in reference to the length 1 of the cathets of the base triangle P1 ( see FIG. 3 ). And the natural numbers themselves are imaginable by the areas of "imaginary squares", which stay vertically on these "square root rays". The "square root rays" of the Einstein Spiral can simply be seen as a projection of these spatial arranged "imaginary square areas", shown in FIG. 5, onto a 2-dimensional plane. Comparing the Square Root Spiral with different types of spirals ( e.g. logarithmic-, hyperbolic-, parabolic-and Archimedes-Spirals ), then the Square Root Spiral obviously seems to belong to the Archimedes Spirals.
An Archimedes Spiral is the curve ( or graph ) of a point which moves with a constant angle velocity around the centre of the coordinate system and at the same time with a constant radial velocity away from the centre. Or in other words, the radius of this spiral grows proportional to its rotary angle.
Archimedes Spiral
In polar coordinate style the definition of an Archimedes Spiral reads as follows : for r → ∞ for r → ∞ therefore the growth of the radius of the Square Root Spiral after a full rotation is striving for π ( corresponding to the angle of a full rotation which is 2 π ) Note :
The mathematical definitions shown on this page and on the following page can also be found either in the mathematical section of my introduction study to the Square Root Spiral " The ordered distribution of natural numbers on the Square Root Spiral " or in other studies referring to the Square Root Spiral.
e.g. a mathematical analysis of the Square Root Spiral is available on the following website :
http://kociemba.org/themen/spirale/spirale.htm After marking all Prime Numbers with yellow color on the Square Root Spiral , it is easy to see, that the Prime Numbers accumulate on certain spiral-shaped graphs. I want to call these spiral-graphs with a high share in prime numbers "Prime Number Spiral-Graphs".
To identify these "Prime Number Spiral-Graphs", I marked the most conspicuous spiral graphs with a high share of Prime Numbers, then I tried to make sense out of their arrangement on the Square Root Spiral .
see FIG. 6-A to 6-B on the following pages.
A closer look to these " Prime Number Spiral-Graphs" revealed the following properties :
• It is obvious that certain Prime Number Spiral-Graphs are related to each other and that they belong to the same "spiral-graph-system".
• By calculating the differences ( first difference ) of the consecutive numbers lying on one of the found "Prime Number Spiral-Graphs", and by further calculating the differences of these differences ( second difference ) we always obtain one of the following three numbers :
18, 20 or 22 I called these numbers the " 2. Differential " of the spiral graphs. The calculation of the differences between the numbers 11, 41, 89, 155, 239,…. , which lie on the spiralarm A3 results in the following numbers : 30, 48, 66, 84,….. And the calculation of the differences between these numbers results in the constant value 18. And this number represents the " 2. Differential " of this spiralarm A3.
It is notable that the 2. Differential of the Prime Number Spiral-Graphs is always an even number . And it seems that the 2. Differential only takes on one of these three values : 18, 20 or 22
That is the reason why I used these three different possible values of the 2. Differential as distinguishing property for the graphical representation of the Prime Number Spiral-Graphs shown in FIG. 6-A to 6-C. The diagram shows how the Prime Numbers are clearly distributed on 3 defined spiral graph systems, which are arranged in a highly symmetrical manner ( in an angle of around 120° to each other ) around the centre of the Square Root Spiral.
On the shown 3 Prime Number-(Spiral)-Systems ( PNS ) : P18-A, P18-C and P18-C , the Prime Numbers are located on pairs of spiral arms, which are separated by three numbers in between. And two spiral arms of one such pair of spiral arms, are separated by one number in between.
All spiral-graphs of the shown 3 Prime Number-( Spiral )-Systems ( PNS ) have a positive rotation direction ( P ) and, as already mentioned before, the 2. Differential of all spiral-graphs has the constant value of 18. That's why the first part of the naming of the 3 Prime Number-Spiral-Systems ( PNS ) is P18. The 3 spiral-graph systems A ( drawn in orange ), B ( drawn in pink ) and C ( drawn in blue ) have further spiralarms. But for clearness there are only around 10 spiralarms drawn per system. One important property of all Prime Number spiral-graphs ( shown in FIG 6-A ) is the obvious missing of numbers which are divisible by 2 or 3 in these graphs ! That means, that the smallest possible prime factor of the " Non-Prime Numbers" , which lie on these spiralarms, is 5. On the shown 12 Prime Number Spiral Systems ( PNS ) : N20-D to N20-I , and P20-D to P20-I , the Prime Numbers are again located on pairs of spiral arms, which are separated by three number in between. And two spiral arms of one such pair of spiral arms, are again separated by one number in between. 6 of the shown Prime-Number-Spiral-Systems ( PNS ) have a positive rotation direction ( P ) and the other 6 Prime-Number-Spiral-Systems ( PNS ) have a negative rotation direction ( N ). The spiral-graph systems of these two groups are arranged in a symmetrical manner around the centre of the Square Root Spiral, in an angle of approx. 60° to each other. And two systems at a time are approx. point-symmetrical to each other ( in reference to the centre of the Square Root Spiral ). For example the two systems N20-I & N20-F For clearness only 4 Prime-Number-Spiral-Systems ( PNS ) with a negative rotation direction ( N ) are drawn in color !! These are the 4 systems : N20-D (drawn in orange) , N20-F (drawn in red) , N20-G (drawn in blue ), N20-I (drawn in pink). There are only around 10 spiralarms drawn ofr each of these 4 spiral systems. Note, that the other 8 Prime Number Spiral Systems are all drawn in light grey color, and that there are only 2 to 6 spiralarms drawn of each of these systems, for clearness ! Please also note, that only the Spiral-Graphs with a negative rotation direction ( N ) are named in FIG 6-B. The naming of the SpiralGraphs with a positive rotation direction ( P ) P-20… would in principle just mirror the naming of the "N20…-spiralarms".
For example the spiralarm with the " P20-G" -mark attached to it ( = name of this system ), would be named G1 and the next spiralarm on the left G2 and so on.
FIG
. 6-C, shows the third group of Spiral-Systems , which contains altogether 11 Prime Number Spiral Systems , which all have a 2. Differential of 22 !! see difference calculation for the 4 exemplary spiralarms J10, L6, N11 and Q7
On the shown 11 Prime Number Spiral Systems ( PNS ) : N22-J to N22-T , the Prime Numbers are again located on pairs of spiralarms, which are separated by three numbers in between. And two spiralarms of one such pair of spiralarms, are again separated by one number in between.
All 11 shown Prime Number Spiral Systems ( PNS ) have a negative rotation direction ( N ). And it seems that the spiral graph systems are arranged in a symmetrical manner around the centre of the Square Root Spiral ( in an angle of ∼ 360°/11 to each other, in reference to the centre of the Square Root Spiral ).
For clearness only 4 Prime Number Spiral Systems ( PNS ) are drawn in color !! These are the following 4 systems : N22-J ( drawn in orange ) , N22-L ( drawn in pink ), N22-N ( drawn in blue ) , N20-Q ( drawn in red ). Note, that there are only around 10 spiralarms drawn for each of these four spiral-systems.
Note, that the other 7 Prime Number Spiral Systems are all drawn in light grey color, and that there are only around 4 to 6 spiralarms drawn of each of these systems ! For clearness, the spiralarms of these 7 systems are not named on FIG. 6-C. But the naming of these spiralarms would start on the spiralarm which has the naming of the system attached to it. For example the spiralarm with the " N22-M" -mark attached to it would be named M1, and the next spiralarm below would be named M2 and so on. 
K5
Please also have a read through this study ! There is a mathematical section included in this study, which describes the shown Spiral-Graphs from the mathematical point of view.
Number Sequences derived from the Spiral-Graphs shown in FIG. 6-A to 6-C
In the following section I want to show an analysis of the Number Sequences which belong to the " Prime Number Spiral Graphs" shown in FIG 6-A to 6-C.
In the Tables 6-A1 to 6-C1 which refer to the diagrams 6-A to 6-C, I have set-up three columns for each analysed "Prime Number Spiral Graph".
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( Tables 6-B1and 6-C1 can be found in the Appendix ! )
The three colums in Table 6 -A1, which refer to the exemplary Spiral-Graph A3 ( see FIG 6-A ) are named A3, A3' and A3''.
In the left column A3 , I listed all " known" numbers which lie on this spiral-graph ( see FIG 6-A ) . These are the numbers 11, 41, 89, 155 and 239.
For each analysed Spiral-Graph, there are 4 to 6 numbes available, which can be extracted from the graphs drawn in
With the help of at least three numbers of each Prime Number Spiral Graph the "first differences" and the "second differences" ( 2. Differential ) of these numbers can be calculated, which then can be used for the further development of the number sequence belonging to the analysed spiral-graph.
For the exemplary spiral-graph A3, the "first differences" between the known five numbers 11, 41, 89, 155, 239 are 30, 48, 66, 84 . And the "second differences" ( 2. Differential ) for this number sequence result in the constant value 18.
Now the "first differences" in column A3' can be extended, with the help of the calculated 2. Differential = A3'' = 18. And with the help of the extended sequence A3' the number sequence of the Prime Number Spiral Graph A3 can be further extended too.
In this way, I have extended the number-sequences derived from the spiralgraphs shown in FIG 6-A to FIG 6-C up to numbers > 100 000.
Quadratic Polynomials are the foundation of the Spiral-Graphs :
The calculated " first differences" and " second differences" can also be used to determine the quadratic polynomials which define these Prime Number Spiral
Graphs. An explanation of the calculation procedure ( Newton Interpolation Polynomial ), to determine the quadratic polynomials of the Prime Number Spiral Graphs, is available in my introduction to the Square Root Spiral :
"The ordered distribution of the natural numbers on the Square Root Spiral" This study can be found under my author-name in the arXiv -archive The calculated quadratic polynomials, which define the Prime Number Spiral Graphs, and the number sequences belonging to it, can be found in the Tables  6-A2 to 6-C2  see next pages ( Table 6-A2 ) and Appendix ( Table 6-B2 and Table 6 -C2 ) !
Referring to the general quadratic polynomial :
f( x ) = ax 2 + bx + c the following rules apply for the quadratic polynomials, belonging to the analysed spiral-graphs ( shown in Tables 6-A2 to 6-C2 ) :
Rules for coefficients a, b and c : a equivalent to the 2.Differential ( or meaning of coefficients ) of the Spiral-Graph divided by 2 b this coefficient ( or sequence of coefficients ), refers to the system the Spiral-Graph is belonging to. c consecutive parallel distance between the Spiral-Graphs , belonging to the same system. The next step in my analysis of the number sequences shown in the tables 6-A1 to 6-C1, was the marking of the Prime Numbers in the first 25 numbers of each sequence. I used the color yellow to mark the Prime Numbers. I also marked the numbers which are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5 in the first 25 numbers of these sequences with red color.
Additional to the described three columns per number-sequence , I added another column to each analysed sequence ( see Tables 6-A1to 6-C1 ) . This additional column has the naming " SD " , which means " sum of the digits" and it shows the sums of the digits of the first 25 numbers of each number sequence. For example the " sums of the digits" of the first 3 numbers of the A3 -number sequence are 2 ( = 1 + 1 11 ) ; 5 ( = 4 + 1 41 ) ; 17 ( = 8 + 9 89 ) etc.
By looking over tables 6-A1to 6-C1 , it is easy to see, that there are differences in the distribution of the color marked cells, and that in many of the shown number sequences, the distribution of the color-marked cells has a clear periodic character ! Now we want to start with a more detailed analysis of the number sequences shown in the Tables 6-A1, 6-B1 and 6-C1 :
4.2
Differences in the Number-Sequences shown in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1
Here is a list of some differences in these number-sequences, which are easy to notice :
• Approximately 30 % of all analysed number sequences only contain numbers which are marked in yellow and red. This means they do not contain numbers which are divisible by 2, 3 or 5. Therefore all non-prime numbers ( marked in red ) in these number sequences consist of prime factors ≥ 7
• It is easy to see, that the white cells and the colored cells (yellow or red) periodically alternate in various ways, in the most number-sequences.
• A closer look shows, that there are sequences, where numbers divisible by 3 or 5 occur in a periodic manner. For example in the number-sequences A3, A10 and B4 ( in Table 6 -A1 ) a number divisible by 5 periodically alternates with 4 numbers which are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5. Or in the number-sequences K2, L2 and M2 ( see Table 6 -C1 in the Appendix ) a number divisible by 3 periodically alternates with two numbers not divisible by 2, 3, or 5 .
• All Spiral-Graphs of the spiral-graph systems N20-D, N20-G, P20-D and P20-G ( see Table 6 -C1 ) only contains numbers with the ending 1, 3 or 7. And these number-endings always occur in the following sequence : …3, 1, 1, 3, 7,….., which is recurring in a periodic manner.
In principle these were the most noticeable differences of the numbersequences listed in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1.
4.3
Analysis of the number-endings :
A closer look shows, that the number-endings, which occur in the numbersequences depend on the "2.Differential" of the number-sequence ( or spiralgraph ). This connection is shown in Table 3 ( see next pages ).
In this table the prime number sequences ( shown in table 6-A1 to 6-C1 ) are ordered according to the number-endings, which occur in these sequences.
It is easy noticeable that in number-sequences, which have the 2. Differential 18 or 22 ( see first column of table ), the number-endings are defined by the same groups of 3 numbers.
For example the number-endings 1, 5, 7 or 1, 3, 7 occur in number-sequences which have either the 2. Differential 18 or 22.
The only differences are the "Number-Endings-Sequences" in which these groups of three numbers occur ! For example in number-sequences which have the 2. Differential 18 , the number-endings 1, 5, 7 or 1, 3, 7 occur as "Number-Endings-Sequences" …7, 7, 5, 1, 5,… and …3, 3, 1, 7, 1,…., whereas the same number-endings occur as quite different number-endings-sequences …7, 5, 5, 7, 1,… and …3, 1, 1, 3, 7,….. in the number-sequences with the 2. Differential 22.
In number-sequences which have the 2. Differential 20 all numbers either have the same ending, which is one of the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 , or the numbers have as endings the mentioned 5 odd numbers all in the same sequence. In number-sequences, where all 5 odd numbers occur, one of the following two number-endings-sequences appears :
…1, 5, 9, 3, 7,…. or …7, 3, 9, 5, 1,….
Noticeable is the opposite direction of these two sequences !
The most remarkable property of all number-endings-sequences listed in Table 3 , is certainly the fact, that all number-endings-sequences cover exactly 5 consecutive numbers ! This indicates, that there is a kind of "higher basic-oscillation" acting in the Square Root Spiral, which seems to cover exactly 5 windings of the Square Root Spiral per oscillation, and which interacts with all Prime Number Spiral Graphs shown in FIG 6-A to 6-C ! This amazing fact is worth an own analysis !! From the mathematical point of view the following explanation can be given for the periodic occurrence of the number-endings described in Table 3 : "…… Because of the recursive representation the sequence ( p(t) mod k ) recurs for each natural k, since only a maximum of k 2 pairs ( p(t), t ) are available. This explains on the one hand the recurrence of the last sequence of figures ( k = 10 ) and on the other hand the regular occurrence of certain k factors ( as shown e.g. in Table 4 , 5-A & 5-B ). This applies to all k, not only to the prime numbers. The sequence of numbers not divisible by 2, 3 or 5 is recurringly modulo 30 and hence a repetend of the corresponding figures also exists in the series ( numbersequences ) shown in Please have a read through the mathematical section included in this study, which describes the shown spiral-graphs from the mathematical point of view. Table 3 gives a general information about the periodic occurrence of numbers divisible by 3 or 5 in the number-sequences derived from the Prime Number Spiral Graphs see last two columns on the righthand side of the table .
Analysis of the "sums of the digits" :
Another remarkable property of the number-sequences listed in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1 is the fact, that only defined "sums of the digits" occur in every numbersequence.
In the following we want to carry out a simple analysis of the "sums of the digits" which occur in these number sequences.
As described before, I added a column with the naming " SD " ( which means " sum of the digits" ) to each number-sequence listed in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1. And the numbers in this column represent the sums of the digits of the first 25 numbers of each number sequence.
For example the "sums of the digits" of the first three numbers of the A3 -number-sequence in Table 6 -A1 are 2 ( = 1 + 1 11 ) ; 5 ( = 4 + 1 41 ) ; 17 ( = 8 + 9 89 ) etc.
But even more remarkable is the fact, that these mentioned "periodic-recurringdifference-sequences" only occur in the ordered sums of the digits -sequences shown in Table 2 , but no periodic behavior at all, of the unordered " sums of the digits" can be noticed in the "SD" -colums in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1 !! By looking over the numbers listed in the columns "SD" it is easy to see, that there are only defined "SD" -numbers occurring in each number-sequence.
And by putting these sums of the digits in order ( according to their value ! ) , a certain "sums of the digits -sequence" for every number-sequence in Table  6 -A1 to 6-C1 can be found. In this table the number-sequences ( shown in table 6-A1 to 6-C1 ) are ordered according to the "sums of the digits -sequences" , which occur in these sequences.
Here the following classification can be made :
Number-sequences with the 2. Differential 18 produce sums of the digitssequences with either the distance of 3 or 9 between two consecutive numbers of the sums of the digits -sequence.
For example the number-sequences A2, A4, A6,…etc. produce the sums of the digits -sequence 4, 7, 10, 13, 16,… in which the distance between two consecutive numbers is 3. Or the number-sequences B1, B7, B13,…, as another example, produce the sums of the digits -sequence 2, 11, 20, 29, 38,… in which the distance between two consecutive numbers is 9. Number-sequences with the 2. Differential 20 or 22 produce "sums of the digits" -sequences which show a kind of periodic behavior similar to the "number-endings-sequences" in Table 3 .
Here the differences between 5 consecutive numbers of the sums of the digitssequences form a periodic sequence of four numbers which recur ad infinitum.
For example the number-sequences N20-D1 and N20-F3 with the 2. Differential 20, produce the following ordered sums of the digits -sequence : 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19 ,… in which the periodic recurring differences …..3, 3, 2, 1,…. occur.
And as another example, the number-sequences K3 and L1 with the 2. Differential 22, produce the following ordered sums of the digits -sequence : 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16, 19, 22,. .… in which the periodic recurring differences …..1, 2, 3, 3,…. occur.
Remarkable is here the fact, that the direction of the periodic recurring differences …..3, 3, 2, 1,…. and …..1, 2, 3, 3,…. in the sums of the digitssequences, is exactly opposite in the number-sequences with the different "2. Differentials" 20 or 22. I haven't found an explanation for this strange characteristic yet ! Table 6-A1 : "Prime Number Sequences" derived from the graphs shown in the "Prime Number Spiral Systems" P18-A ; P18-B and P18-C Table 6 -A2 : Quadratic Polynomials of the Spiral-Graphs belonging to the "Prime Number Spiral Systems" P18-A, P18-B and P18-C ( with the 2. Differential = 18 ) 17
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The share of Prime Numbers in the analysed number sequences
To find out how high the share of prime numbers really is, in the prime-numbersequences shown in Table 6 -A1to 6-C1, I have carried out a random "spot check" in a few of these sequences.
For these analysis I chose the three Prime Number Spiral Graphs (-sequences ) B3 , Q3 and P20-G1 ( see FIG 6-A to 6-C and Table 6 -A1to 6-C1 ) , because of their high share in prime numbers at the beginning of the sequence.
With the help of an excel-table I then extended these three sequences up to numbers >2,500,000,000 see Table 1 Then I picked out a longer section at the beginning and four sections out of the further run of these extended sequences, to analyse them in regards to their share in Prime Numbers. For the other four sections I picked sections of 8 numbers out of the number areas : 2,500,000 ; 25,000,000 ; 250,000,000 and 2,500,000,000 for each of the three number-sequences. I then marked the Prime Numbers in each sequence with yellow color. I also marked numbers which are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5 with red color, in the different sections of these sequences.
By looking over Table 1 it is obvious that the share in prime numbers is dropping after the beginning of the sequences, which has a share in prime numbers of around 70 -75 %.
But it seems that the share in prime number is striving for around 25 -35 % in the long run. The distribution of prime numbers in the number area 0 -2,500,000,000 seems to be relatively evenly.
The following list describes the most remarkable properties of these periodic occurring prime-factors : ( see Table 4 , 5-A and 5-B )
However there are also sections where only few prime numbers occur ( e.g. in the second sections in sequence Q3 and P20-G1, in the number area 2,500,000)
In any case, it would be worth to further extend the three prime-numbers sequences B3, Q3 and P20-G1 shown in Table 1 , and a few other sequences which also have high shares in prime numbers ( e.g. the number-sequences A9, C2, C5, P20-G3, P20-H1, S1 etc. see Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1 ), to analyse them for their content of prime numbers. This could be done with special software which automatically extends and analyses these sequences for prime numbers.
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To the periodic occurrence of prime factors in non-prime-numbers
When I set-up Table 1 , I noticed that some of the prime factors of the nonprime-numbers occured at equal intervals in the sequences B3, Q3 and P20-G1. It also appeared that only defined prime factors occur in every sequence. I have marked some of these prime factors in red color in Table 1 ( see column "prime-factors" ). For example the prime factors 17 and 23 in sequence B3 and the prime factors 23 and 71 in sequence P20-G1occur at equal intervals.
These peculiarities of some of the prime factors shown in Table 1 , forced me to do an analysis in regards to a possible "periodic behavior" of the prime factors which form the non-prime-numbers in the analysed prime number spiral graphs .
Besides the three prime-number-sequences B3, Q3 and P20-G1, I further chose the sequences K5, S1 and B33 for this analysis. The two sequences S1 and B33 where chosen because they have the same number-endings-sequences and the same "sums of the digits"-sequences as the number sequences Q3 and B3 ( see Table 2 and 3 ). Therefore it was interesting to see what effects these similarities have on the periodic distribution of the prime-factors in these sequences.
Here the sequence B33 was developed, by a further extension of Table 6 -A1on the righthand side , by adding alternately the numbers 2 or 4.
The number-sequence K5 was chosen, because it contains many small primefactors at the beginning of the sequence. ( This property was used to explain the origin-principle of the prime-number-sequences shown in FIG 6-A to 6-C in a graphic way ( in FIG. 7 ). I will come back to this point later ! )
The results of this analysis regarding the periodic behavior of some small primefactors are shown in Table 4 , Table 5-A and Table 5 These tables give a good insight into the periodic behavior of the smallest prime-factors contained in the non-prime-numbers of the chosen sequences.
1.) -All prime-factors, which form the non-prime-numbers in the analysed number-sequences, recur in defined periods. And this principle seems to apply to all prime-number-sequences derived from the Spiral-Graphs shown in FIG 6-A to FIG 6-C. 2.) -The following general rule applies for these periods :
The smaller the prime-factor, the smaller is the period in which the prime-factor occurs in each number sequence.
3.) -Further the following remarkable rule applies :
The period-length of every prime-factor, expressed in spacings ( lines in the table ), or the sum of the period-lengths (if there are 2 different ones ! ), is identical to the value of the prime-factor ! For example : Prime Factor 13 in number-sequence " B3 " occurs periodically in every 13th line of the Table 4 . Or Prime Factor 23 occurs with the two alternating period-lengthsBut a comparison of the two number-sequences B3 and B33, which belong to the same spiral-graph system P18-B ( see FIG 6-A ) , and which also have the same number endings sequences and the same sums of the digits sequences do not contain exactly the same prime-factors with the same periods !
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It is notable that the number of spacings between two numbers ( lines in the table between two numbers ) corresponds with the same number of "winds" of the Square-Root-Spiral , which lie between these two numbers ! 4.) -By comparing the prime factors, which occur in the non-prime numbers of the analysed number-sequences, it is notable that only specific smallest prime-factors occur in each number sequence ( see columns " prime-factors of non-prime-numbers" in Table 4 , 5-A and 5-B ) For example these are the following prime-factors :
In number-sequence B3 :
13 This is a clear indication for a "blueprint" which controls the composition of the non-prime-numbers in each sequence.
In each number-sequence specific smallest prime-factors are completely absent. This leads to the following conclusion :
" The none-prime-numbers in each number-sequence ( shown in Table 6 -A1 to 6-C1 ) are formed by a defined number of specific prime-factors, which recur in defined periods ! " 5.) -A comparison of the prime-factor distribution in the numbersequences Q3 and S1 clearly shows, that the non-prime-numbers in these two sequences consist of exactly the same prime-factors !! Even the periods in which these prime factors occur are exactly the same !! The only difference between the non-prime numbers in these two number-sequences is that the non-prime numbers are made of different combinations of prime-factors and that they are distributed in a different way in these two number-sequence.
However this comparison shows that number-sequences of different spiral-graph-systems, which have the same number endings sequence and the same "sums of the digits sequence" ( see Table 2 and 3 ), seem to contain exactly the same primefactors with the same periods in their non-prime-numbers !!! As mentioned on the last page, I have developed the number-sequence B33 through a further extension of Table 6 -A1on the righthand side , by adding alternately the numbers 2 or 4. I did this to have another pair of sequences ( B3 and B33 ) which according to Table 2 and 3 also have the same number endings sequences and the same sums of the digits sequences".
But comparing the prime-factors, which occur in Table 4 and 5-B in the nonprime-numbers of the two sequences B3 and B33, doesn't show the same matching of prime-factors and periods as in the sequences Q3 and S1.
The most prime factors in the sequences B3 and B33 may be the same, but the periods in which they occur are clearly different. And it is also noticeable that both sequences also contain a few different prime-factors.
Graphic explanation of the origin of the periodic occuring prime factors
Now I want to show a "graphic explanation" for the origin of the periodic occurring prime factors described in Table 4 , 5-A and 5-B.
For this please have a look at FIG 7
Here the spiral-graph K5 is drawn in red color. ( see also FIG 6-C ) I have chosen the spiral-graph K5 because it contains many non-prime-numbers at the start. Because of that it can be demonstrated, that the three non-prime-numbers 49, 187 and 289 are formed by "points of intersection" of the three "numbergroup-spiral-systems" which contain either numbers divisible by 7, 11 or 17.
( Ref.
: As already mentioned in the abstract and in the introduction, all natural numbers divisible by the same prime number lie in defined "numbergroup-spiral-systems". To get a better understanding of this property, please have a read through my introduction to the Square Root Spiral :
" The ordered distribution of natural numbers on the Square Root Spiral "
In this study the number-group-spiral-systems, which contain the numbers divisible by 7, 11 and 17 are shown, and the general rule which defines these spiral-systems is described see chapter 5.2 in the mentioned study ! )
For clearness I have only shown one "spiral-graph-system" of each numbergroup-spiral-system in FIG 7 And from each of these systems I have only shown 3 to 4 spiralarms ! Besides the spiral-graph K5, the number-group-spiral-system P1 is shown, which contains numbers divisible by 17 (blue), as well as the system N2 (orange), which contains numbers divisible by 7 , and the system N2 (pink), which contains numbers divisible by 11 ( see FIG 7 ) . Now it is easy to see in FIG 7 , that the course ( curvature ) of the spiral-graph K5 is already fully defined by periodic points of intersection of the three mentioned number-group-spiral-systems ( which contain the numbers divisible by 7, 11 and 17 ) with the square root spiral.
Other defined number-group-spiral-systems also contribute with periodic points of intersection to the formation of non-prime-numbers on spiral-graph K5, but the course of spiral-graph 5 is already defined by the mentioned spiral-systems.
The Appendix shows a diagram of the prime-number-spiral-graph B3 with the specification of the exact polar coordinates of the points of intersection of this graph with the square-root-spiral ( positions of the natural numbers which lie on this graph ). These coordinates might be helpful for an exact analysis of this spiral-graph !
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Final Comment The general rule, which defines the arrangement of the mentioned numbergroup-spiral-systems on the Square Root Spiral, can be found in chapter 5.2 in the above mentioned study ! ( A reference to these number-group-spiralsystems is also given on the previous page ! see righthand side ).
Similar to the prime-number-spiral-graphs in this study , the spiralarms of the mentioned number-group-spiral-systems are also clear defined by quadratic polynomials.
The periodic occuring prime factors in the non-prime numbers of the primenumber-spiral-graphs can be explained by periodic points of intersection of certain spiralarms of the number-group-spiral-systems with the Square Root Spiral ( see example in FIG 7 ) In this connection I also want to refer to my 3. Study which I intend to file with the arXiv -Archiv. The title of this study is :
" The logic of the prime number distribution" [ 3 ] In this study the general distribution of the prime numbers is decribed with a simple "Wave Model" in a visual way. The base of this "Wave Model" is the fact, that two Prime Number Sequences ( SQ1 & SQ2 ), which seem to contain all prime numbers, recur in themselves over and over again with increasing wave-lengths, in a very similar way as "Undertones" derive from a defined fundamental frequency f.
Undertones are the inversion of Overtones, which are known by every musician.
Overtones ( harmonics ) are integer multiples of a fundamental frequency f.
The continuous recurrence of these number-sequences ( SQ1 + SQ2 ) in themselves can be considered as the principle of creation of the non-prime numbers in these two number sequences. Non-prime-numbers are created on places in these number sequences where there is interference caused by the recurrences of these number-sequences. On the other hand prime numbers represent places in these number-sequences ( SQ1 + SQ2 ) where there is no interference caused through the recurrences of this number-sequences. The logic of this "Wave Model" is really easy to understand ! Please have a look at Table 2 in the mentioned paper ! The two Prime Number Sequences SQ1 & SQ2 which I mentioned, are actually easy to see in FIG 6-A. Following the winds of the square root spiral it is easy to see, that all prime numbers lie on two sequences of numbers, which are shifted to each other by two numbers, and where the difference between two successive numbers in each sequence is always 6. By the way,… the "Prime Number Spiral Graphs" shown in FIG 6-A contain the same numbers as the mentioned Number Sequences SQ1 & SQ2 ! These are the natural numbers which are not divisible by 2 and 3.
The "periodic phenomenons" described in this work and in the other mentioned study, which are responsible for the distribution of the non-prime-numbers and prime numbers, should definitely be further analysed in more detail ! From the point of view of the Square Root Spiral, the distribution of the prime numbers seems to be clearly ordered. However this ordering principle is hard to grasp, because it is defined by the spatial complex interference of the mentioned number-group-spiral-systems , which is rapidly increasing from the centre of the square root spiral towards infinity. In this connection I want to refer to another study, which I intend to file with the ArXiv-archive, which shows surprising similarities between the periodic behavior of the prime factors in the non-prime-numbers of the spiral-graphs shown in FIG 6-A to 6-C and the periodic behavior of prime factors which occur in Fibonacci-Numbers ! The title of this study is :
" The mathematical origin of natural Fibonacci-Sequences, and the periodic distribution of prime factors in these sequences.
" [ 4 ]
Because my graphical analysis of the Square-Root-Spiral seems to open up new territory, I can't really give many references for my work.
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However I found an interesting webside, which was set up by Mr. Robert Sachs.
And this webside deals with a special "Number Spiral", which is closely related to the well known Ulam-Spiral and to the Square Root Spiral as well. And on this "Number-Spiral" prime numbers also accumulate on defined graphs in a very similar fashion than shown in my study in FIG 6- Please have a look to chapter 9 with the title " The Number Spiral" on page 28 which shows the above mentioned chapters.
Images from the analysis of Mr. Sachs are named as follows: FIG. NS-1 to NS-18
The webside of Mr. Sachs, which deals with the mentioned Number Spiral can be found under the following weblink : www.numberspiral.com Following chapter 9, I then compared the Square Root Spiral with the Number Spiral and the Ulam Spiral, in regards to the arrangement of some selected "Reference Graphs". This comparison is shown in chapter 10 see page 36
I consider this comparison only as a first little step of a much more extensive analysis, which should be carried out here, in regards to the arrangement of prime numbers and non-prime-numbers on spirals with different spiral intensities, where the square numbers are located on a defined number of graphs.
In the following I want to show a priority list of some discoveries shown in my studies 1 to 4, where further mathematical analyses should be done, to explain this findings ! Special attention should here be paid to the distribution of prime factors in the non-prime numbers of the analysed spiral graphs and number sequences ! : The Square Root Spiral and the Number Spiral are interesting tools to find ( spatial ) interdependencies between natural numbers and to understand the distribution of certain number groups in a visual way.
Therefore I want to ask mathematicians who read my study, to continue my work and to do more extensive graphical analyses of similar kind by using more advanced analysis-techniques and specialized computer software.
This picture describes, how the "Prime Number Spiral Graphs" shown in FIG. 6-A to 6-C run along the points of intersection of certain "Number Group Spiral Graphs" with the square root spiral ( Einstein-Spiral ) For example : In the case of the Prime Number Spiral Graph K5 these are the points of intersection which are created by the intersection of the "Number Group Spiral Graphs" of the numbers divisible by 7, 11 and 17, with the square root spiral.
On this spiral shaped graphs ( e.g. "Prime Number Spiral Graph K5" which are created along of these periodical appearing intersection points, new Prime Numbers are appearing in considerably quantities, which then form the starting points for new "Number Group Spiral Graphs" and which eventually lead to new "Prime Number Spiral Graphs".
K5 K5
FIG. 7 :
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P -D2 G2 I2
N1 O3 P3 Q3 R3 S1 T3 2, 4, 7,10,11,13,16,19,20,22,25,. 4,7,8,10,13,16,17,19,22,.... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 L2 M2 5,8,11,12,14,17,20,21,23,.... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 O2 P2 Q2 R2 T2 2, 5,6,8,11,14,15,17,20,.... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 K2 N2 S2 5,8,9,11,14,17,18,20,23,.... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 J3 6,7,9,12,15,16,18,21,24,... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 J1 4,6,9,12,13,15,18,21,22,.... 1 , 2 , 3 , 3 Analysis of the "Sums of the digits" which result from the numbers of the "Prime Number Sequences" shown in tables 6-A1 to 6-C1 ( --> see columns -SD-) 2,5,7,8,11,14,16,17,20,23,. ... 4,5,8,11,13,14,17,20,22,..... 1,4,6,7,10,13,15,16,19,22,24,.... 2,5,8,10,11,14,17,19,20,23,. ... 2 2 2 6 6 6 3 3 3 9 9 9 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 Note : "Sum of the digits"-Sequences were created by ordering the "sums of the digits" occuring in the "prime number sequences" according to their value. see values in the columns -SD-in tables 6-A1 to 6-C1 9, 7, 7, 9, 3, 9, 7, 7, 9, 3, .... periodic every 5. number ( double ! ) --> as indicated by arrows 5, 3, 3, 5, 9, 5, 3, 3, 5, 9, .... None 3, 1, 1, 3, 7, 3, 1, 1, 3, 7, . ... 3, 5, 5, 3, 9, 3, 5, 5, 3, 9, .... ...1 ; ...5 ; ...9 ; 9, 1, 1, 9, 5, 9, 1, 1, 9, 5, ....
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...3 ; ...5 ; ...9 ;
...1 ...3
...5
...7
"Number Endings"-Sequences contain the same numbers, but in different order ! Divisibility of the numbers in the "Prime-Number-Sequences" ( Tab.6 ) by prime factor 3 and 5 1, 5, 9, 3, 7, 1, 5, 9, 3, 7,..... 7, 3, 9, 5, 1, 7, 3, 9, 5, 1,. ....
Analysis of the periodic behaviour of the number endings in the "Prime Number Sequences" shown in tables ...9 ...1 ; ...3 ; ...5 ; ...7 ; ...9 7, 7, 5, 1, 5, 7, 7, 5, 1, 5,... .   3, 3, 1, 7, 1, 3, 3, 1, 7, 1, . 6-A1 to 6-C1
6-A to 6-C 6-A1 to 6-C1 )
6-A1 to 6-C1 )
6-A1 to 6-C1 ( only for reference ! )
B3 B3'' B3' B3
periodic occurrence of Individual Prime Factors expressed through the number of spacings = (X) The Number Spiral -by Robert Sachs www.numberspiral.com
The following chapter shows extracts from the analysis of the " Number Spiral ", carried out by Mr. Robert Sachs.
FIG. NS-1 : Number Spiral
Introduction
Number spirals are very simple. To make one, we just write the non-negative integers on a ribbon and roll it up with zero at the center. The trick is to arrange the spiral so all the perfect squares (1, 4, 9, 16, etc.) line up in a row on the right side:
If we continue winding for a while and zoom out a bit, the result looks like shown on the right : The primes clearly seem to cluster along certain curves. ( see image below )
"Curve P-1" contains the numbers 5, 11, 19, 29, 41, 55, 71 ... which result in the quadratic polynomials :
x 2 + 3x + 1 or x 2 + 5x + 5 or x 2 + 7x + 11 etc.
FIG. NS-4
: Prime Numbers cluster along defined curves "Curve P+1" contains the numbers 3, 7, 13, 21, 31, 43, 57... which result in the quadratic polynomials :
x 2 + x + 1 or x 2 + 3x + 3 or x 2 + 5x + 7 etc.
FIG. NS-5 : Shows the Positions of the first 46656 Prime Number
Let's zoom out even further to get a better look. The following number spiral shows all the primes that occur within the first 46,656 non-negative integers.
(For clarity, non-primes have been left out.) see Figure NS -5
It is evident that prime numbers concentrate on certain curves which run to the northwest and southwest, like the curve marked by the blue arrow.
In the following we'll investigate these patterns and try to make sense out of them.
The simplest curve of this type (the one with least curvature) is the line of perfect squares, marked here in blue see Figure NS -6
For convenience, I'll call this line "curve S" for '"squares."
On the previous images we saw that primes tend to line up in curves on the number spiral. In fact, the whole spiral is made of curves of this kind, and every integer belongs to an infinite number of them. The factors of numbers on this second curve are 1 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 4, etc. The difference between factors is always 1. Such numbers are called " pronics ", so I'll name this second line "Curve P".
In curve S, the difference between factors is zero. In curve P, it is one. And there are other such curves at distances of 1, 2, 4, 6 , 9, 12,…" units" to the original curves P or S .
P FIG. NS-7:
"Curve P" -Line of " pronics " with difference between factors of numbers on this curve is always 1
For example curve P-6 , which is at a distance of "6 units" to P , contains the numbers 50, 66, 84, 104, 126,…. In this sequence the factors of the numbers are 5 x 10 , 6 x 11 , 7 x 12 , 8 x 13 , …etc. , which corresponds to a difference of 5 between the factors of a number and to the difference of 1 between the factors of two successive numbers.
Or curve S-1 , which is at a distance of one unit to S , contains the numbers 15, 24, 35, 48, 63, 80,…. In this number sequence the factors of the numbers are 3 x 5 , 4 x 6 , 5 x 7 , 6 x 8 , 7 x 9 , 8 x 10 etc. , which corresponds to a difference of 2 between the factors of a number and to the difference of 1 between the factors of two successive numbers.
We can continue this way forever, increasing the distance to the curves P and S and finding new curves.
On the lefthand side in Figure NS -8 the first ten such curves are shown:
FIG. NS-8
: Shows the first ten " pronics -curves "
Offset Curves
At the bottom of the previous page we saw a picture of the first ten product curves ( pronics -curves ). Product curves are important because every possible way of multiplying one number by another is represented on one of them.
But it turns out that they are only a special case of a more general phenomenon. Their properties are due to the fact that they are located at fixed distances from defined angles. As we will see, other curves which are located at fixed distances from other defined angles have similar properties. To illustrate these ideas, let's look at product curve S -1, shown above in blue ( see Figure NS-9 ). It is located at a fixed distance from angle zero, shown in green.
At first glance the green and blue lines appear to converge at the left. But if we measure the distance between them using the spiral itself as our tape measure, the lines are always one unit apart. The black arrows show how to do this. The left arrow stretches between 3 and 4, a distance of one. The right arrow stretches between 48 and 49, also a distance of one. Even when the blue curve is at zero, it's separated (for measuring purposes) from the green curve by the piece of the spiral that runs from zero to one. No matter where we measure, the distance is always 1. I call a constant distance of this sort an offset. When a curve is offset from an angle line, I call it an offset curve. If we zoom out far enough, offset curves look straight. Some of them have so little curvature that we barely have to zoom. For instance:
The blue lines in Figure NS -10 show the first offset curves ( with offset 0) of the angle lines which have a rotational angle of 0, 1/64, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, and 1/4 in reference to curve S ( curve which contains the perfect squares). Note : one full rotation = 1.
Offset curves are important because some of them are composite. When I say that a curve is composite I mean that all the integers on them (except for the first, which is always zero, and the second, which may be prime) are non-prime. Moreover, we can predict the factorization of any integer on such curves just from knowing its location. Every rational angle has composite offset curves. 
FIG. NS-10
S
When I say "rational angle," I mean an angle line whose measurement in rotations ( in reference to curve S ) is a rational number: 1/2 rotation, 1/3 rotation, 1473/2076 rotation, etc. The blue offset curves are composite. (To avoid misunderstanding, let me say again that the first integer on a composite curve is zero, the second may or may not be prime, and the rest are composite.)
FIG. NS-9 :
Distances between the numbers on curve S and curve S-1 are constant measured along the spiral
S-1 S
As I said a moment ago, every rational angle has blue offset curves of this type. Here in Figure NS- 
Quadratic Polynomials (Quadratic Functions)
Every offset curve can be generated by a quadratic polynomial of the form:
Where y is the number that appears on the graph; a, b, and c are constants that define the curve; and x is the index of the integer on the curve. In order for a quadratic function to be an offset curve, a must be a perfect square. In order for a function to be a composite offset curve, c must be zero. In other words, the function for a composite offset curve looks like this:
Of course a must be a perfect square in the above equation, because composite curves are a subset of offset curves. For composite offset curves of angle n/d where the denominator is even:
For angles with odd denominators, multiply the numerator and denominator by two and use the above formulas.
The correspondence between angles and coefficients creates an orderly pattern on the graph. This can be seen in the illustration on the right Figure NS-16 , which shows all the composite curves for denominator 6 with the numerator ranging from -9 to 9 inclusive:
Primes
Now that we have adopted a convention for naming the curves on the number spiral, let's look again at how primes are distributed.
As shown in Figure NS -17 the densest concentrations of primes seem to occur mainly in curves whose offsets are prime.
When we look at a graph that shows only primes, like Figure NS-17 , the left-facing curves are much more pronounced than the right-facing curves. However, when we look at a graph that shows all the integers, like Figure NS-3 the left-facing and right-facing curves are equally salient. The main reason for this seems to be that on the left side, primes can occur only in curves with odd offsets. On the right side, primes can occur in curves with both odd and even offsets. It would be interesting to investigate empirically whether equal quantities of primes occur on both sides. However, the Ulam spiral makes two diagonals out of each curve by allowing both ends of a diagonal to grow in opposite directions and placing alternate members of the sequence at either end. Moreover, the two halves of each diagonal do not usually line up with each other. This sounds terribly confusing in words, but as shown in Figure NS -18, it's really pretty simple.
I've labeled only a few diagonals in this Figure to illustrate the pattern, the correspondence extends infinitely:
FORMULAS
To convert from polar coordinates to Windows screen coordinates (in which y increases from top to bottom, unlike conventional graphs):
Note: theta is in rotations; x and y must be scaled and translated before using them for screen display
To plot the spiral, including both the thin gray coiled line and the integers on it: :
Note: theta is in rotations
To plot offset curves:
FIG. NS-18 : Comparison between the Number Spiral and the Ulam-Spiral
Euler Polynom x 2 + x + 41
FIG. NS-17
: Prime Numbers seem to occur mainly in curves whose offsets are prime
What causes these circular appearances ( holes ) in the prime number pattern ???
Ulam -Spiral
To derive coefficients a, b, c of a quadratic formula from three successive integers i, j, k in a quadratic sequence:
For more information about these formulas including their derivation, see Method of Common Differences.
To convert between a composite offset curve of angle n/d (measured in rotations) and its related quadratic function y = ax 2 + bx:
To factor an integer on a composite offset curve: SD P-1 P-1' P-1'' SD P-1A P-1A' P B' P-C' P 2 4  10  19  8  2  17  89  48  18  10 109  54  18  8  71  42  18  11  29  10  2  11 155  66  18  10 181  72  18  5 131  60  18  5  41  12  2  14 239  84  18  10 271  90  18  11 209  78  18  10  55  14  2  8 341  102  18  19 379  108  18  8 305  96  18  8  71  16  2  11 461  120  18  10 505  126  18  14 419  114  18  17  89  18  2  23 599  138  18  19 649  144  18  11 551  132  18  10 109  20  2  17 755  156  18  10 811  162  18  8 701  150  18  5 131  22  2  20 929  174  18  19 991  180  18  23 869  168  18  11 155  24  2  5 1121  192  18  19 1189  198  18  11 1055  186  18  10 181  26  2  8 1331  210  18  10 1405  216  18  17 1259  204  18  11 209  28  2  20 1559  228  18  19 1639  234  18  14 1481  222  18  14 239  30  2  14 1805  246  18  19 1891  252  18  11 1721  240  18  10 271  32  2  17 2069  264  18  10 2161  270  18  26 1979  258  18  8 305  34  2  11 2351  282  18  19 2449  288  18  14 2255  276  18  8 341  36  2  14 2651  300  18  19 2755  306  18  20 2549  294  18  19 379  38  2  26 2969  318  18  19 3079  324  18  17 2861  312  18  14 419  40  2  11 3305  336  18  10 3421  342  18  14 3191  330  18  11 461  42  2  23 3659  354  18  19 3781  360  18  20 3539  348  18  10 505  44  2  8 4031  372  18  19 4159  378  18  17 3905  366  18  11 551  46  2  11 4421  390  18  19 4555  396  18  23 4289  384  18  23 599  48  2  23 4829  408  18  28 4969  414  18  20 4691  402  18  19 649  50  2  17 5255  426  18  10 5401  432  18  8 5111  420  18  8 701  52  2  29 5699  444  18  19 5851  450  18  23 5549  438  18 NUMBER SPIRAL SQUARE ROOT SPIRAL P-1 P-1A P-1B P-1C S+1 S+1A S+1B S+1C Table 7 -A : Comparison of the arrangement of the "PRONICS-Spiral Graphs" ( product curves ) S , P , S+1 and P-1 on the "Number Spiral" & "Square Root Spiral" ( see For that purpose I have produced another diagram of the Square Root Spiral which shows some " reference graphs " which will make this comparison easier. Or put in other words, the Number Spiral has the tightest spiral winding, followed by the Ulam Spiral, which has a wider winding and then followed by the Square Root Spiral which has the widest winding of all three spirals. There are of course further spiral variants possible with 4, 5, 6 and more successive square numbers per wind of the spiral, which then would have 4, 5, 6 or more ( spiral ) graphs on which the square numbers would be located on.
It would definitely be interesting to analyse all these spiral variants in regards to the distribution of certain number groups like pronics or prime numbers etc. !! Beside the graphs SA, SB, SC which contain the square numbers in FIG 8 I also drew the graphs S+1A, S+1B, S+1C into FIG 8 ( drawn in pink ). These graphs are the next parallel graphs to the graphs SA, SB and SC in the negative rotation direction, and the numbers contained in these graphs are the square numbers +1. The same numbers are also contained in the two graphs marked with S+1 in the Ulam Spiral ( see image NS-18 ) and in the graph S+1 on the Number Spiral. Note : this graph is not marked in image NS-8 , however it lies on the opposite side of graph S-1 in reference to graph S.
The main graphs of the second group of reference graphs are named with the letter P on the Ulam Spiral and Number Spiral ( see FIG. NS-18 and / NS-8 ) and with the letters PA, PB, PC on the Square Root Spiral ( graphs drawn in dark blue in FIG 8 ) .
Note : letter P stays for " pronics"
The distribution of "Pronics-Numbers" ( of the same type ! ) is similar to the distribution of the Square Numbers. It is as follows :
Number Spiral : Pronics Numbers are located on 1 spiral graph Ulam Spiral : Pronics Numbers are located on 2 straight graphs Square Root Spiral :
Pronics Numbers are located on 3 spiral graphs
The difference in the number of graphs, on which pronics-numbers of the same type are located, has the same cause as already described for the square numbers , which is the difference in the tightness of the winding of the Ulam-, Number-and Square Root-Spiral.
Beside the "main" pronics-graphs PA, PB, PC ( see FIG 8 ) I drew the next parallel graphs to these graphs into FIG 8. These Graphs are named P+1A, P+1B, P+1C and P-1A, P-1B, P-1C and P-2A, P-2B, P-2C. And their counterparts on the Ulam Spiral and on the Number Spiral are named P+1 as well as P-1 and P-2.
See FIG. NS-18 and / NS-8
Note : From these graphs only graph P-2 is marked on the Number Spiral ( see . Because only the "pronics-graphs" P, P-2, P-6, P-12, P-20 etc. as well as the "S-graphs" S, S-1, S-4, S-9, S-16 etc. really contain "pronics-numbers".
Other P-graphs like P-4, P-8, P-14, P-16 etc. , which also lie in an even-number distance to graph P , also contain numbers which are composed by factors for which a certain rule applies. However these numbers are no real pronics ! Note: All P-graphs on the Number Spiral with an even-number-distance to graph P contain no Prime Numbers ! ( see image It is different with the P-graphs which have an odd-number distance to graph P, like the graphs P-1, P-3, P-5 etc. or P+1, P+3, P+5 etc. ( not marked in NS-8 )
These graphs contain an above-average share of prime numbers ! For example graph P+1 and P-1 ( see image NS-4 in chapter 9 ) or graph P+41 ( see image NS-17 ). These graphs contain high shares in Prime Numbers ! Graph P+41 is already well known in mathematics as the " Euler-Polynomial" . This graph which contains the number sequence 41, 43, 47, 53, 61, 71,…etc. and which contains a particular high share in Prime Numbers, is defined by the following quadratic polynomial : f(x) = x 2 + x + 41 ( see image NS 17 )
On the Square Root Spiral the Euler Polynom divides into three spiral-graphs which I named P+41A, P+41B and P+41C ( see FIG 8 ) . The number sequences of these graphs are shown in Table 7 The lefthand side of Table 7 -A shows the number sequences of the two main reference graphs S and P as they appear in image NS-8 of the Number Spiral.
Beside the number sequences S and P, the next three columns show the number sequences of the spiral graphs SA, SB, SC and PA, PB, PC which are the corresponding "S-and P-graphs" on the Square Root Spiral. ( see FIG 8 ) All above mentioned graphs are defined by "pronics-numbers". The factors of these pronics are shown in the yellow columns. In the number sequence of graph S the factors of the numbers increase by 0 and In the number sequence P the factors of the numbers increase by 1. It is the same with the factors in the numbers of the sequences SA, SB, SC and PA, PB, PC, however the factors of successive numbers in these sequences increase by 3.
By connecting the "pronics" on the spiral graphs PA, PB, PC with a continuous line, in the same order as they appear in the pronics-graph P ( with an increase of 1 between the factors of successive numbers ), a rotating triangular line pattern evolves ( see red line pattern in FIG 8 ) . The angle between two successive lines of this triangular line pattern strives for π -2 for PA, PB, PC ∞ Besides, a similar triangular line pattern would evolve if the square numbers in the graphs SA, SB, SC would be connected in the correct order by lines. And the angle in this triangular line pattern would strive for the same constant ! The factors of the pronics which I marked in red or blue in Table 7 -A ( see yellow columns ), belong to two special number sequences which contain all existing prime numbers. I called these two special number sequences SQ1 and SQ2 I had a closer look to these two important number sequences in another study which I intend to file with the arXiv -Archiv and which has the titel : Interesting are also the "sums of the digits" which occur in the number sequences of the reference graphs ! If we order the occurring sums of the digits according to their value, then the same sums of the digits sequences appear as already described for the prime number spiral graphs in Table 2 .
Noticeable is here the "ordered" sums of the digits sequence which arises from the number sequence belonging to reference graph P ( image NS-8 ). The ordered sums of the digits sequence of graph P which is 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, … shows the same periodicity ( …..3, 3, 2, 1,….), of the differences between the numbers in this sequences, as the sums of the digits sequences of the primenumber-sequences with the 2.Differential = 20 shown in Table 2 .
And the ordered sums of the digits sequences which arise from the number sequences belonging to reference graphs SA, SB, SC and PA, PB, PC have either a periodicity of 3 or 9.
Worth mentioning is also the periodic occurrence of groups of four numbers which are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5 in the number sequences SA and SB (marked in red ).
On the righthand side of Table 7 -A the number sequences S+1 and P-1 are shown. S+1 and P-1 are the two parallel graphs next to the reference graphs S and P in image NS-8 of the Number Spiral. These graphs are not marked in image NS-8 ! The next three columns on the right show the number sequences of the spiral graphs S+1A, S+1B, S+1C and P-1A, P-1B, P-1C which are the corresponding graphs on the Square Root Spiral. ( see FIG 8 ) . Noticable is here that the number sequences P-1A, P-1B, P-1C are identical to the number sequences A3, B4, C5 shown in Table 6 -A1, which are derived from the Prime Number Spiral Graphs A3, B4, C5 shown in FIG. 6-A !! Worth mentioning are again the "ordered sums of the digits sequences", which arise from the number sequences S+1 and P-1 ( Number Spiral ), as well as from the number sequences S+1A, S+1B, S+1C and P-1A, P-1B, P-1C ( Square Root Spiral ).
The ordered sums of the digits sequences of graphs S+1 and P-1 are : 1, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 17, 19, 20, …… and 2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 17, 19 ,…., which show the same periodicity ( …..3, 3, 2, 1,….), of the differences between the numbers in this sequences, as reference graph P and the sums of the digits sequences of the prime-number-sequences with the 2. Differential = 20 shown in Table 2 .
It would definitely be interesting to find the real reason for the often occurrence of this periodicity (...3, 3, 2, 1,…) which not only occurs in the Square Root Spiral but also in the Number Spiral !! And the ordered sums of the digits sequences which arise from the number sequences belonging to the graphs S+1A, S+1B, S+1C and P-1A, P-1B, P-1C have either a periodicity of 3 or 9.
Noticable is here the periodic occurrence of groups of three numbers which are not divisible by 2, 3 or 5 in the number sequences S+1A, S+1B, S+1C as well as the periodic occurrence of groups of four such numbers in the number sequences P-1A, P-1B, P-1C.
I want to come back now to Table 7-B ( page 35 ), which shows the number sequence of Graph P+41 ( see image NS 17 on page 32 -"The Number Spiral"), which is known as the " Euler-Polynomial" : f(x) = x 2 + x + 41
As mentioned before, in the Square Root Spiral the graph P+41 divides into three spiral-graphs which I named P+41A, P+41B and P+41C ( see FIG 8 ) . The number sequences of these graphs are shown in Table 7 -B.
By the way, the spiral graphs and number sequences P+41A, P+41B and P+41C are identical to the prime number spiral graphs and corresponding number sequences A17, B18 and C 19 !! Unfortunately I haven't carried out my analysis so far in FIG 6-A and Table 6 -A1, otherwise these spiral graphs and number sequences would also have appeared here !! The columns "prime factors" on the left of the number sequences P+41A, P+41B and P+41C show the prime factors of the first non-prime numbers in these sequences. In all three number sequences the smallest prime factor is 41. Worth mentioning is also the fact, that the smallest number in the number sequences P+41A and P+41C is 41 , whereas the smallest number in the number sequence P+41B is 43.
Noticable is also the periodic occurrence of the prime factors in the non-prime numbers. For example prime factor 41 occurrs in the period 14/27 in number sequence P+41A and P+41B and in the period 27/14 in number sequence P+41C.
And prime factor 43 occurrs in the period 1/42 in number sequence P+41A and P+41C. Important : As already described in Table 4 and 5A & 5B, the prime factors of the non-prime numbers of all quadratic polynomials, which lie on the Square Root Spiral, occur in clear defined periods !! In Table 7 -C ( on the bottom of page 35 ) the quadratic polynomials of the number sequences P+41 (Number Spiral) and P+41A, P+41B, P+41C ( Square Root Spiral ) are shown.
Note: Different quadratic polynomials can be calculated for the above mentioned number-sequences. The resulting quadratic polynomial depends on the selection of the three numbers out of these number-sequences, which are used for the calculation of the quadratic polynomials.
I have calculated the first four quadratic polynomials for each number sequence ( see Table 7 -C ).
Worth mentioning is here the following interdependence :
f( x ) = ax 2 + bx + c the following pattern evolves in Table 7 -C for the coefficients a, b and c : a is always equivalent to the 2.Differential of the Spiral-Graph divided by two ( which is 18/2 = 9 for the quadratic polynomials P+41A, P+41B and P+41C) b this coefficient increases by the value of the 2.Differential from column to column shown in Table 7 -C c this coefficient is always equal to the number which comes before the three numbers, which were chosen to calculate the quadratic polynomial in the number sequence belonging to this quadratic polynomial.
( Note : this rule doesn's apply to the first quadratic polynomial which was calculated with the first three numbers of the number-sequence, because of course there is no number before the first three numbers ! )
By the way, the same pattern exists in the Tables 6-A2 ' E1" SD  E2  E2' E2"  SD  E3  E3' E3"  SD  E1  E1' E1" SD  E2  E2' E2"  SD  E3  E3' E3"  7  7  5  5  1  1  2  1 1  4  1 3  8  1 7  4  3 1 2 4  1 1  2 9 2 4  7  2 5 2 4  8  3 5 2 4  1 0  3 7 2 4  5  4 1 2 4  12  75 44 20 10  73 44 20  15  69 44 20  16  79 44 20 9  81 44 20  13  85 44 20  13  139 64 20 11  137 64 20  7  133 64 20  8  143 64 20 10  145 64 20  14  149 64 20  7  223 84 20 5  221 84 20  10  217 84 20  11  227 84 20 13  229 84 20  8  233 84 20  12  327 104 20 10  325 104 20  6  321 104 20  7  331 104 20 9  333 104 20  13  337 104 20  10  451 124 20 17  449 124 20  13  445 124 20  14  455 124 20 16  457 124 20  11  461 124 20  19  595 144 20 17  593 144 20  22  589 144 20  23  599 144 20 7  601 144 20  11  605 144 20  21  759 164 20 19  757 164 20  15  753 164 20  16  763 164 20 18  765 164 20  22  769 164 
